Re: Paintability Dryerbox®

To Whom It May Concern:

The Dryerbox® is manufactured by a process known as “deep drawing”. Flat metal stock is held and then stretched or drawn over a male tool to form its respective shape. During this process, a drawing-oil is used to allow the metal to “flow” over the tools.

After these forming operations, the product goes through a series of chemical baths to remove and thoroughly clean any and all residue from the surface. This thorough cleaning provides for an excellent surface for future latex, acrylic or enamel paints. It is my opinion that our sturdy 22 gauge aluminized steel Dryerbox® provides for a very robust, attractive, paintable and fire safe solution to the mess builders and homeowners have dealt with for decades behind the dryer.

Since our product is paintable, there exists no need to mask off the surface of The Dryerbox®. We offer the builder an efficient answer to minimizing customer service call-backs relating to dryer exhaust and allowing the laundry room to look larger to prospects.

If I may be of any further assistance, please do not hesitate to call or email me.

Sincerely,

Rick Harpenau
Owner/President
In-O-Vate Technologies, Inc.